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and 3 versatile rotary/push buttons 
for precise manual adjustments. 
Additionally, it boasts a calibrated 
LEE filter library, incorporating over 
60 popular colors. Its firmware can 
be updated via USB in 10 DMX linked 
devices at a time. The fixture has 
9 DMX Modes, including 3 B Expo 
100MWW compatibility modes.

The XPA-400C is a compact but high-
power RGBWWLC LED panel, ideal for 
applications that require a powerful 
but compact light. The device is 
equipped with an intuitive control 
interface, featuring a 4-button menu 
and an LCD display for straightforward 
navigation, along with an 8-button 
programmable manual CCT bank 

MULTI-COLOR SOFTLIGHT

XPA-400C

12-leaf barndoor Diffuser & intensifier Honeycomb  
30° and 60°

Pole operated yoke 2800K - 10000K 8 CCT preset  
buttons

Included: 12-leaf barndoor with barndoor, medium diffuser, omega bracket, spigot, PowerCon True1 M/F
Optional: pole operated yoke, intensifier, 30° and 60° honeycomb 

Accessories

Features

CRI > 95
High-power
Calibrated LEE filter color bank
8 color temperature preset buttons
Unique RGBWWLC LED with warm white

380W  
LED RGBWWLC

140° >95 9 modes LEE filter  
color bank

Low Voltage  
Input

USB firmware  
updates

405 x 129 x 418 mm 12,8 kg



utilizing its 6 DMX modes. The fresnel 
now includes a convenient USB slot 
for software updates, simplifying 
the process for up to 10 DMX-linked 
fixtures simultaneously. Another of 
the fixture’s novelties is the calibrated 
LEE filter library with various common 
colors in the industry.

The XFR-140C is a compact but 
powerful RGBL fresnel light with an 
adjustable zoom from 21° to 85° and 
a 4-leaf barndoor. The fixture has the 
capacity to go full color but is also 
designed to match the white color 
temperatures of the Luxibel B EXPO 
100MWW, 200MWW and 200MCW 

MULTI-COLOR FRESNEL

XFR-140C

Optional 
white cover kit

4-leaf barndoor Manual zoom 
21°-85°

OLED display One-hand tilt 
locking system

Included: 4-leaf barndoor with safety, PowerCon True1 M/F
Accessories

Features

RGBL
CRI > 90
High-power
Compatible with B EXPO100
Calibrated LEE filter color bank

120W 
LED RGBL

21°-85° 
manual zoom

>90 6 modes LEE filter  
color bank

Low Voltage  
Input

USB firmware  
updates

298 x 327 x 271 mm 5,48 kg



high-quality flood light: exhibitions, 
festivals, venues, and architectural 
lighting. It’s a brighter, more modern 
replacement for the traditional HQI 
400 type floodlight that reaches full 
brightness immediately.

The XFL-300TW is an IP66, high-
CRI flood light with 4 preset color 
temperatures. It has a streamlined 
design that ensures easy transport 
and straightforward installation. 
These features make it the ideal fixture 
for many situations that require a 

TUNEABLE WHITE FLOODLIGHT

XFL-300TW

Powercable in-out 4 color temperature 
preset buttons

One-hand tilt 
locking system

 � Silent, no fans
 � High-CRI
 � Extremely high and stable output
 � EU (CE), UK (UKCA)

Features

IP66
CRI > 95
High-power
Strong aluminium housing
4 color temperature preset buttons

220x 2W 60° IP66 95 497 x 416 x 630 mm 7,8 kg

2800K - 6000K



offering unparalleled flexibility. The 
B BLAST PRO also includes a variety 
of brackets. Among these is the B 
BRACKET PRO, which enables vertical 
mounting under a truss or stacking 
on the floor with a base plate. The 
shape bracket facilitates the creation 
of various shapes, and the tilt brackets 
enables tilting the fixture. 

Introducing the B BLAST PRO: a 
powerful and flexible IP65 strobe 
bar for stunning lighting effects! 
Equiped with 120x 5W CW and 120x 
0.6W RGB LED bulbs, this eye-catcher 
is perfect for festivals, clubs, and 
stages. Its versatile locking system 
allows you to stack the strobe bars at 
any angle, horizontally or vertically, 

HIGH-POWER CW STROBE BAR WITH RGB PIXELS

B BLAST PRO

Horizontal + vertical 
locking

Individual pixel 
mapping

Tilt bracket Shape bracket for 
geometric set-ups

B BRACKET PRO  
for vertical set-up

RJ45 in/out

Included: Tilt, shape and omega brackets, B BRACKET PRO
Optional: Frost filter white, frost filter black, floor stand

Accessories

Features

RJ45 in/out
Brackets for versatile rigging
120x 5W CW LEDS mappable per 4
120x 0.6W RGB LEDS individually mappable
Supports Kling-Net, Art-Net™, sACN and DMX

120x 5W LED CW
120x 0.6W LED RGB

0-180° 
w/ tilt bracket

IP65 5 modes 800W 
AC 100V-240V

85 x 255 x 1.000 mm 10 kg



The MULTI DOLLY, presented by Luxibel is a revolutionary pre-rig, pre-production 
and transport dolly system. The foundation of this dolly is a galvanized frame, 
useable in combination with Tente wheels on the side or on the bottom. The 
frame can therefore be used in multiple set-ups. It can be used horizontally or 
vertically in combination with standard NX34 square truss, standard size, or with 
solo tubes.

Introducing the ultimate solution to safeguard your light fixtures and equipment 
from dust and sand, and from unpredictable weather conditions. Its transparent 
design on the front and back allows for visibility, ensuring you can easily identify 
your gear without having to remove the cover. Two sizes are available: standard 
size and half size. Both feature convenient zippers that ensure quick and easy 
access to your equipment.

PRE-RIG, PRE-PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORT DOLLY SYSTEM

RAIN AND DUST PROTECTION FOR TRANSPORT DOLLIES

MULTI DOLLY

DOLLY COVER

 � Tente wheels
 � NX34 truss
 � Solo tube

 � 1600 x 990 x 590 mm (WxHxD)
 � 1600 x 1990 x 590 mm (WxHxD):  

Compatible with MULTI DOLLY

Compatible with:

Two cover sizes available:
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